The tensor a^ has the following transformation rule: In what follows we shall distinguish three essential invariant cases ( [V] , [7] ) with respect to A:
Case (14a) corresponds to the canonical form (4), case (14b) to the canonical form (5), whereas c&se (14c) corresponds to the five canonical forms (6)-(lO).
In case (4) the elementary divisors, invariant factors and greatest common divisors of the minors of the characteristic matrix A.E -A are as follows [3] Por the polynomials (22) and (23) 
Introducing the notations
we directly get the equivalence
-5 - sitive fibres of the tensor a^ at any fixed point f of the 3 « space X , defined by the system of conditions (47) where C1(p1,P2»P^)>•••,Cg(p^) are arbitrary functions constant on the given transitive fibre defined by the corresponding parameters.
